
Department of English : MAE, MAWP Spring Quarter 2014-2015 Course Descriptions  
Cr# Course Description Day/Time Faculty 

408- 
301 

Stylistics 
This course examines different approaches to literary and nonliterary style, using the descriptive and 
analytical tools of structural linguistics, sociolinguistics, and semantics.  Principal topics covered 
include language structure, levels of diction, spoken and written registers, authorial stance and voice, 
and we will examine style as it relates to specific genres: journalism, literary nonfiction, 
poetry.  Students will be assigned short response papers that parallel reading assignments and that 
put concepts covered in class into practice.  Throughout the quarter students will also do short 
commentaries on style passages.  There will also be one exam covering major areas and thrusts of 
stylistic theory and one longer paper on Joan Didion’s memoir The Year of Magical Thinking. 
 
Language and style core requirement in the MAE and MAWP. Lang/Lit/Teaching/Publishing 
requirement in the MAWP (if not used to fulfill language and style core requirement). Elective in the 
MAE and MAWP 

M 6:00-9:15 Craig Sirles 

419- 
301 

Topics in Medieval Literature:  Medieval Women 
Medieval women’s writing is a relatively new academic field. Until the mid-1980’s, it was assumed—to 
use the famous phrase—that medieval women were “chaste, silent, and obedient.” This is how many 
authorities of the Church and the State advised women to behave and scholars from the Victorian 
period through the late twentieth century seem largely to have taken that instruction at face value.  
Prompted by the women’s and civil rights movements, scholars began to search the medieval archives 
for evidence of women’s activities and to reevaluate the “chaste, silent, and obedient” proposition. As 
a result of this still-unfolding process, the traditional picture of the Middle Ages as an overwhelmingly 
oppressive society for female readers and writers started to change. We now know, for example, that 
Margery Kempe wrote the first surviving autobiography in English in the 1420s, which recorded her 
travels throughout England, Europe and the Middle East; and that Christine de Pisan compiled the 
most widely-read treatise on warfare through the eighteenth century, usually rendered in English as 
The Book of the Deeds of Arms and Of Chivalry. 
This course will introduce you to a wide range of writing by and about medieval women and to the 
body of recent and ongoing scholarship that seeks to integrate the diverse voices of medieval people 
into a richer and more dynamic conversation than we have previously recognized. 
 
MAE: Medieval Requirement; Elective 
MAWP: LLTP Requirement; General Elective 

T 6:00-9:15 Anne Clark Bartlett 

429- 
301 

Topics in Renaissance Literature:  Donne & the Metaphysicals 
This course will study the poetry of John Donne in the context of work by his close friends and 
imitators, a group whose knotty poetic imagery and twisted sense of style were so distinctive that one 
eighteenth-century critic identified them as “a race of writers that may be termed the metaphysical 
poets.” Besides Donne, likely authors will include George Herbert, Henry Vaughan, Richard Crashaw, 

W 6:00-9:15 Megan Heffernan 



and Andrew Marvell. We’ll pair close readings of the texts with broader considerations of the period’s 
fascinating poetic world: literary authorship and coterie textuality, devotional and erotic verse, the 
shifting status of printed books, royalist political culture, and a new ecological attention to nature. 
 
MAE: Renaissance Requirement; Elective 
MAWP: LLTP Requirement; General Elective 

439- 
301 

Topics in Restoration and 18th Century Literature:  English Literatures of the French Revolution 
The French Revolution has been associated with the emergence of English Romanticism since the 
publication of Wordsworth & Coleridge’s Lyrical Ballads in 1798. With France located just across the 
Channel from England, and the English establishment still reeling from the loss of the American 
colonies, the French revolutionary assault on the traditional social order (and on the Church and State 
alliance which supported it) inspired many in England, and horrified others. This course will study the 
impact of the Revolution on British literary and intellectual culture in William Wordsworth’s poetry; 
prose by Mary Wollstonecraft, Thomas Paine, Edmund Burke and Helen Maria Williams (among 
others); and novels by William Godwin, Charles Lucas and Mary Shelley. The mixture of canonical and 
relatively obscure authors and works in the course should help illuminate the range of British 
responses to the Revolution, from its moment of eruption to its decline into popular tyranny and 
Napoleon’s imperial campaign through Europe. And we will pay special attention to how the spectacle 
of the Revolution impacted formal literary expression, as well as the period’s popular visual culture.  
 
MAE: 18th Century Requirement; Elective 
MAWP: LLTP Requirement; General Elective 

M 6:00-9:15 Richard Squibbs 

449- 
301 

Topics in 19th Century British Literature:  Jane Austen 
Hybrid 
This course will examine the works of Jane Austen from a variety of critical perspectives, with 
particular attention given to historical context, stylistic analysis, and feminist readings of the major 
novels. We will discuss how Austen positioned herself as a woman writer writing at the turn of the 
nineteenth century. Using The Romance of the Forest, a novel by Austen’s popular contemporary Ann 
Radcliffe, as a basis for comparison, we will discuss how Austen uses elements drawn from novels of 
sensibility, sentimental fiction, and Gothic fiction in her novels of manners. We will read Austen’s six 
published novels and selections from the juvenilia in the order that they were written; this will allow 
us to see how Austen developed as a writer over the course of her relatively short career, as well as 
how the volatile social and political scene of the late 18th century and the Regency influenced the 
content and form of her works. Please note that this is a hybrid course with a significant number of 
online components. We will meet in person on 4/6, 4/20, 5/4, 5/18, 6/1. 
 
MAE: 19th Century Requirement; Elective 
MAWP: LLTP Requirement; General Elective 

M 6:00-9:15 
Hybrid 
Face-to-Face Meetings: 
4/6, 4/20, 5/4, 5/18, 6/1 

Jennifer Conary 

469-
301 

Topics in American Literature:  James and Wharton 
These two writers are paired together because they were good friends, and scholars often compare 

TH 6:00-9:15 June Chung 



the themes and styles of their works. We proceed chronologically from James to Wharton in order to 
trace shifts in representations of the figure of the American Girl and over the late-nineteenth to the 
early-twentieth centuries. 
Each of the works we will read this quarter centers on a figure representative of “the American girl.” 
However, with this figure in common, the texts diverge widely in how the American girl is 
characterized over the course of James’s and Wharton’s long careers, serving as a vehicle to discuss 
matters dealing with both America’s international status and its gender relations. When we read 
recent scholarly criticism, we discover that the American girl becomes a springboard to discuss such 
issues as: sexuality, sexual orientation, nationhood, cultural identity, gender and genre, aesthetics, the 
rise of a market culture, and class relations. 
 
MAE: 19th Century Requirement; Elective 
MAWP: LLTP Requirement; General Elective 

472-
301 

Studies in Literary Criticism 
This course will introduce students to the theoretical and philosophical texts that have most 
contributed to the formation of contemporary literary and cultural analysis. By tracing the history and 
transformations of literary study from the beginning of the 20th century to the present, we will 
explore the merits and limitations of various critical methodologies and reading practices.  In our 
studies, we will raise fundamental questions about the nature of language, meaning, interpretation, 
and literary value, and explore the relations between literature, aesthetics, and history (and the 
relations between theory and history, too).  We will read texts by Marx, Freud, Saussure, Bakhtin, 
Derrida, Foucault, Butler, Benjamin, and Fanon, among others. 
 
MAE: Core Requirement 
MAWP: General Elective 

TH 6:00-9:15 Bill Johnson Gonzalez 

477- 
301 

Topics in Publishing:  Magazine Editing 
In this course, students interested in a publishing career will explore the elements of good magazine 
writing and learn how to edit articles for print and on-line magazines. We will begin by considering a 
basic and all-important concept: What makes a good story? Students will sharpen their editing skills by 
first learning how to edit their own work. We will also consider story presentation, fact-checking, 
ethics, and line-editing. Readings from a variety of magazines will reinforce the ideas and themes 
discussed in class. We will read classics from the canon of great magazine writing and stories by new, 
young writers. The course will culminate in each student producing one story to be edited by the class 
in workshop.   
 
MAWP: LLTP Requirement; General Elective 
MAE: Elective 

TH 6:00-9:15 Gioia Diliberto 

477- 
302 

Topics in Publishing:  Book Publishing 
This book production course examines our relationship with the book as a physical object: How do the 
material details of a book relate to the words on the page? How do the production choices a publisher 

M 6:00-9:15 Colleen O’Connor 



makes impact the reader's experience with the text? What are the steps, priorities, and challenges of 
book production? 
Using DePaul's Big Shoulder project as a guide, students in this course will examine the book 
production process from the points of view of publisher, author, and editor. They will learn the 
vocabulary, methodologies, and practice of book production, examine different book production 
choices such as digital, DIY, and mass market, and become knowledgeable in contemporary book 
production culture and practice.  
 

MAWP: LLTP Requirement; General Elective 
MAE: Elective 

478- 
301 

Topics in Teaching:  Grammar for Teachers 
This course will provide an overview of traditional views of English grammar as well as insights 
provided by a more descriptive approach.  We will then apply this knowledge to examples of 
published prose from various sources (i.e., both fiction and non-fiction). Students will thus develop a 
deeper understanding of the complexity of the English language and the inherent difficulties in 
explaining it. 
 

MAWP: LLTP Requirement; General Elective 
MAE: Elective 

W 6:00-9:15 Robert Meyer 

484- 
301 

Writing Workshop Topics:  Conflict, Tension, Risk 
Writers thrive on conflict, tension, and risk (on the page, hopefully, not in life). In this multi-genre 
course, you’ll discover how this blessed triumvirate (conflict, tension, risk) produces writing that 
makes readers feel as if the tops of their heads were taken off (as Dickinson put it). You’ll take a closer 
look at your poems, fiction, or nonfiction (or all three) and find ways to create friction, cultivate 
discord, and incite risk on the macro and micro levels. In other words, you’ll learn how to raise the 
stakes and create textual tension (no pun). Some of the questions addressed will include, Why is 
conflict among characters and between the protagonist and his or her world necessary in a work of 
fiction? Do great poems need tension and if so how is that achieved without a narrative? How does 
nonfiction (memoir, essays) take risks while still abiding by “the truth” and the facts? This course is 
open to writers of all genres. 
 
MAWP: Writing Workshop Requirement; General Elective 
MAE: Elective 

T 6:00-9:15 Sarah Fay 

484- 
302 

Writing Workshop  Topics:  Writing the Memoir 
In this graduate creative nonfiction writing course we read, write and workshop literary memoir— 
first-person narratives illuminating memory, personal history, and other accounts of actual lived 
experience through the use of evocative description, engaging reflection, and all kinds of prose 
structures. We explore craft and process issues central to the memoir writer's work, such as: the line 
between memory and invention; working with saved materials and artifacts; writing about friends and 

T 6:00-9:15 Barrie Jean Borich 



family; and navigating difficult personal material. We also discuss the technical elements of artful 
memoirs, such as character, setting, narrative focus, structure, and time management. Students read 
example texts, write and revise essay-length memoir drafts, and participate in creative writing peer 
workshops. This year's course will also feature an evening with Sister Helen Prejean, author of the 
memoir Dead Man Walking, who will escort us through the archives of her notes, manuscripts, and 
personal correspondence stored in DePaul's Richardson Library Special Collections  

Writing Workshop requirement in the MAWP. Elective in the MAE and MAWP. 

484- 
303 

Writing Workshop Topics:  Short Story Cycle 
The short story cycle is a genre that is rarely discussed but describes such canonical work as 
Winesburg, Ohio and Dubliners, and such recent literary masterpieces as A Visit from the Goon Squad 
and Olive Kitteridge.  These books consist of short stories that can stand on their own, but also work in 
conjunction with the other stories in the collection to form a sort of loose novel.  For students, this 
genre provides an ideal learning opportunity--to work in the small units most conducive to learning 
the craft, and to begin to conceive of a book.  The class will be a mixed reading and writing course, 
where we’ll use what we read as a point of departure for our own creative writing. 
 

MAWP: Writing Workshop requirement; General Elective 
MAE: Elective 

TH 6:00-9:15 Dan Stolar 

487- 
301 

Travel Writing 
This is a creative writing workshop in the “travel essay,” a course in which you’ll craft the raw 
materials of experience, memory, and research into literary nonfiction.  In our writing and reading 
we’ll wrestle with concepts of truth, accuracy, and authority, as well as with questions about the very 
nature of travel.  What does it mean to travel?  Why do we do it?  What do we gain in the process of 
uprooting ourselves, and what do we lose?  By turning away from the simple answers to these and 
other questions, and by excavating your material for its depth and richness, you will begin to shape 
your preliminary writings into pieces of literature that both engage and enlighten the reader.   
 
MAWP: Writing Workshop Requirement; General Elective 
MAE: Elective 

W 6:00-9:15 Michele Morano 

493-
301 

Writing Poetry 
This Writing Poetry course will center on the creation of new poems to be shared and discussed in a 
workshop setting.  We will read, discuss, and respond in writing to the poetry work of a diverse 
selection of known and emerging writers.  Students will also write poems in reaction to guided 
exercises and prompts, and as a means to interact and respond to the work of the poets we will be 
reading.  Students will create a portfolio of newly revised work with a goal of making submissions to lit 
mags and journals. 
 
MAWP: Writing Workshop Requirement; General Elective 

W 6:00-9:15 Mark Turcotte 



MAE: Elective 

509- 
301 

Internship 
Online 
“Internship in English” is a four-credit course designed to complement your English course of study 
along with your internship experience (100 hours of internship work). Using literature, film, and career 
guides, the class explores both academic and pragmatic aspects of work. We will analyze definitions of 
and strategies for career success, what makes work meaningful, the positive and negative power of 
technology in the workplace, and issues of ethics and social justice for employers and employees. 
Most practically, we will explore current career opportunities for English graduates and reflect on your 
ideal career paths, ask you to create job-finding strategies, and improve your resume and cover letter 
writing along with your interviewing skills. Ultimately, we will relate our readings and discussions to 
your internship and apply what we learn to your future career. There is no pre-requisite or prior 
knowledge needed to take this course. 
 
MAWP: General Elective 
MAE: Elective 

Online 
Registration is by 
permission of C. Green, 
cgreen1@depaul.edu  

Chris Green 

 

mailto:cgreen1@depaul.edu

